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Abstract

With the development of science and technology, the informatization construction of colleges and universities has stepped into the era of big data, and the informatization construction of colleges and universities has changed from digital campus to smart campus. This paper first summarizes the research status from the concept and evolution of the smart campus, the meaning and application of big data and data mining, the characteristics and architecture of the construction of the smart campus, and then puts forward the common problems in the construction of the smart campus. Finally it is concluded that increase knowledge, cultivate awareness of data sharing, and establish evaluation system improvement strategy in order to provide reference for the construction of wisdom campus in colleges and universities.
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1. Introduction

In 2010, in the 12th Five-Year Plan of informatization, Zhejiang University proposed to build an “exciting” “smart campus”, a safe, stable, environmentally friendly and energy-saving campus. With the continuous enhancement of China’s economic strength and scientific and technological level, the development of digital technology has entered a new stage and gradually penetrated into the application of smart campus in colleges and universities, and the intelligent, information-based and scientific campus management has been significantly im-
proved. The construction of smart campus involves big data, 5G, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, mobile Internet and other emerging technologies, which bring new experience to work, study and life on smart campus [1]. Under the background of big data-driven era, it is an inevitable trend of development to shift from the construction of digital campus to the construction of smart campus, and it also provides the possibility for the realization of the promotion and construction of smart campus. The construction of smart campus is also a practical example of the successful application of big data technology.

Previous studies mainly focused on the system framework of the construction of smart campus. Xing Xuehua (2020) pointed out that smart campus is a digital ecosystem integrating teaching, scientific research, management and campus life, and proposed the construction path of smart campus and pan-campus network in the 5G era [2]. Zhang Jue (2019) points out that the application of advanced science and technology promotes the construction and development of smart campus, among which the application of data processing technology plays a key role [3]. According to the General Framework of Smart Campus released by the State, Wu Xihua (2020) adopts the architecture deployment of “cloud computing + big data technology” to build a smart campus system architecture of “two systems + four integration” [4]. Ma Dongbo (2020) pointed out that the key technologies of data analysis and processing in the process of smart campus construction include campus network system construction, click traffic statistics, one-card system, campus Internet monitoring equipment, campus two-dimensional code mini program, etc. [5]

At present, due to the lack of practice in the construction of smart campuses, it is more confused about how to transition from digital campuses [6]. Based on the above research and analysis, this paper intends to answer the following questions, such as whether the understanding of smart campus is sufficient, whether the data processing and integration are mature enough, and how to judge the realization and perfection of promoting and constructing smart campus? The integration of technologies such as IoT, cloud computing, and big data, provides the basis of emerging technologies that helps to generate new management methods or improve existing ones [7]. This paper discusses the construction of smart campus from the perspective of data mining and puts forward some problems and countermeasures.

2. Research Status

2.1. Concept and Evolution of Smart Campus

With the in-depth application of big data and other emerging digital technologies in the construction of smart campus in colleges and universities, the study, life and work of colleges and universities have undergone qualitative changes and reached a new level, ushering in new development of management [1]. In June 2018, the State Administration for Market Regulation and Standardization
Administration of China released the standard document "General Framework of Smart Campus", indicating that smart campus refers to the organic connection between physical space and information space, so that anyone, anytime, anywhere can conveniently access resources and services. Xing Xuehua (2020) points out that smart campus means that all campus businesses (including classroom teaching, education and scientific research, teaching management, campus life management, etc.) realize informatization and intelligentization [2]. Lu Jinmei (2020) points out that smart campus is a variety of comprehensive information service platforms that can provide personalized services for teachers and students and build a new campus model integrating management, teaching, life and scientific research [8]. The existing concept of smart campus usually refers to an intelligent integrated environment of campus work, study and life based on the Internet of things and supported by various application service systems. Its prominent feature is the full integration of teaching, scientific research, management and campus life.

It is worth noting that although smart campus and digital campus are both for the realization of information management, there are great differences in meaning, characteristics, technical means and implementation methods. "Smart campus" is evolved on the basis of "digital campus", is the performance of digital campus upgrade to a certain stage, is a stage of the development of digital campus. As "campus digitization" moves toward "campus wisdom", "wisdom", "intelligence", "big data" and "big sharing" will be the key words for the development of college information education in the future [4]. Digital campus is based on the interconnectivity between people on the basis of the Internet, while smart campus is to achieve information exchange through the Internet of things, and expand the scope to people and things, things and things, truly intelligent.

2.2. Features of Big Data and Functions of Data Platform

Big data is a virtualization technology that uses distributed computer structure to mine massive data. It is characterized by four aspects: large data volume, multiple types, value emergence and high efficiency. As an emerging digital technology and management mode in IT field, big data has important implications and reference value for intelligent and scientific decision-making. Attaching importance to and making full use of big data technology and grasping key links such as data collection, analysis and processing can effectively promote the speed and height of the construction of smart campus [5].

In the construction of smart campus, data is the most important element, which is also one of the innovations of smart campus. As an independent and important asset, data should be comprehensively collected (perceived), orderly transferred and unified in structure. Only through aggregation and analysis can its intrinsic value be reflected and value can be continuously generated. In addition, in the construction of smart campus, the supporting role of big data platform is particularly important, which should be equipped with information col-
lection, data storage, data analysis and processing, data exchange and sharing and other functions. The construction of big data platform covers two parts: infrastructure and application support. It is the aggregation center of all data on campus and the core of smart campus data processing.

2.3. The Difference between Data Mining and Data Analysis

Big data refers to the collection of data that cannot be captured, managed and processed by conventional software tools in an affordable time range. It is a massive, high-growth and diversified information asset that requires new processing modes to have stronger decision-making power, insight and discovery ability and process optimization ability. The key of big data technology is to mine valuable information for users from massive data, rather than simply improve hardware and software facilities.

Data analysis refers to a process in which a large number of collected data are analyzed with appropriate statistical analysis methods, useful information is extracted and conclusions are formed, and data are studied and summarized in detail. This process is also supported by the quality management system, and data analysis helps people make judgments so that appropriate actions can be taken.

Data mining is also called data exploration and data mining. It is a step in database knowledge discovery, which generally refers to the process of searching hidden information from a large amount of data through algorithms. Data mining is usually associated with computer science, and is achieved through statistics, online analytical processing, information retrieval, machine learning, expert systems and pattern recognition.

The conclusion of data analysis is the result of human intellectual activity, while the conclusion of data mining is the knowledge rule discovered by machine from the learning set, training set or sample set. Big data needs to analyze trends and development, while data mining mainly discovers problems and diagnoses.

2.4. Characteristics and Approaches of Smart Campus Construction

Compared with digital campus, the core feature of smart campus is that it obtains massive activity process and status data through various intelligent terminals, perceptive devices and information systems, and grasps the rules of things based on these massive data analysis to carry out intelligent application. He Houhua (2020) believes that the characteristics of smart campus construction in colleges and universities are reflected in the four aspects of mutual integration with external wisdom, intelligent integration of business applications, promotion and application of mobile intelligent terminals, and the rapid development of the Internet [9]. Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications points out in its smart campus construction plan that its core characteristics are reflected in three
aspects: providing personalized services for students through intelligent sensing environment and platform, integrating into various service fields of the school, and communicating with the outside world and sensing. The construction of intelligent campus information platform can not only share information resources in a certain area, but also carry out intelligent management according to the environment and user characteristics and provide users with exclusive customized services [10]. Therefore the construction of campus network should pay attention to the construction of the Internet, provide a stable, reliable and safe network environment, and plan the hardware and software system.

Relying on the scientific concept of campus construction and development, the promotion and construction of smart campus can be promoted through the use of advanced cutting-edge information technology, so as to create a comprehensive campus service environment, realize one-stop service, and comprehensively improve the ability of scientific research, management service, talent training and other aspects [11]. At the same time, the use of big data modeling thinking in the construction and promotion of smart campus at the college level can also make the campus information and data dynamic management, intelligent management.

2.5. Architecture of Smart Campus Construction System

Many scholars have also studied the system architecture of smart campus. Wu Xihua (2020) takes “cloud computing + big data technology” as an example and proposes to build a smart campus system architecture of “two systems + four integration”. As illustrated in Figure 1, the two systems refer to the standard evaluation system and the security guarantee system, and the four fusion refers to the application fusion layer, service fusion layer, data fusion layer and network fusion layer [4]. Yang Min (2020) studied Sun Yat-sen University’s bottom-up construction of data center system architecture and the practice of data hierarchical system design and construction of global data. It can be proved that data computing efficiency and accuracy are improved when data center is used to build a global data hierarchical standard system to provide data services. This can well meet the requirements of business departments to obtain analysis results quickly and accurately [12].

3. Problems Existing in the Construction of Smart Campus

According to previous research, the work of smart campus in China has achieved some results, teaching and research, study life and other daily work have been significantly improved. However, it is still in the initial stage and there are still many problems to be solved in the construction process. First of all, although some scholars have studied the concept of smart campus, their understanding of smart campus is not enough. Secondly, through research and analysis, the volume of big data is large and there are many types of big data, so there are problems such as incomplete data processing technology and inefficient data
fusion. Finally, although some existing studies have constructed a smart campus system, a unified and perfect index evaluation system is yet to be established.

### 3.1. Insufficient Understanding of Smart Campus

In the context of big data-driven era, the construction of smart campus has become an inevitable trend. Although colleges and universities across the country are trying to build a comprehensive information smart campus, the understanding of smart campus is not thorough enough, resulting in a series of disharmony between the actual construction process and the preset plan. The construction of smart campus only stays on the surface, and does not get rid of the bondage of digital campus, so it fails to build a real sense of smart campus. The fundamental purpose of the construction of smart campus is to facilitate teachers and students, realize the interconnection between human, equipment, nature and social factors, so that teachers and students can experience intelligence and convenience in teaching, learning, life and other aspects, and build a flexible and efficient campus system. In terms of the top-level design, the user needs of teachers and students are not met, and the lack of attention to the subject needs affects the sense of user experience and increases the burden of teachers and students, which runs counter to the original goal of convenience. In addition, due to the lack of knowledge, some colleges and universities lack experience and sufficient reference examples to make reasonable planning of hardware and software facilities arrangement, and excessive accumulation of hardware facilities leads to waste of resources.
3.2. Data Processing and Fusion Are Not Mature Enough

The work of data collection and analysis in colleges and universities is huge and complicated. The sum of the simple actions of each individual in the school produces a huge amount of data. Every seemingly insignificant behavior of students, such as tuition payment, examination registration fee payment, canteen consumption, online chatting, and examination result entry, will affect the statistical work of big data. The existing data collection and processing technology is not perfect, and the advanced data processing software is not completely popularized to every university administrator, which brings great inconvenience to the data processing work.

Mass data is the basis of big data. The big data in the campus comes from various functional departments. Influenced by the traditional model, a large amount of data is distributed in various independent functional departments, and there is a lack of awareness of data sharing among departments. One of the most important problems faced by universities in big data is data fusion. Without data fusion, the potential value of data cannot be brought into full play.

3.3. The Evaluation Index System Needs to Be Improved

How to judge whether the goal of promoting and building a smart campus has been achieved? How to evaluate the perfection of promotion and construction? This is a problem that must be considered during the construction of smart campus. Existing researches mostly focus on the concept, system and mechanism, path, mode and policy of smart campus, while ignoring the index system reflecting the construction achievements. We must establish a unified and reasonable index measurement system while continuously promoting the intelligent construction. Whether the index system is perfect or not directly affects the construction process of smart campus. Only by constructing the index system of modern universities can we further promote the quality of education and teaching and the seamless connection between talents and social needs [8].

4. Smart Campus Construction Strategy

Previous studies have mentioned that although many colleges and universities try to build smart campuses, their understanding of smart campuses is not thorough, and the management of some colleges and universities has not reached a consensus on the construction of smart campuses [9]. This paper puts forward that we should pay attention to the construction of smart campus ideologically, and gives some ways to improve our understanding. The complexity of data of teachers and students in colleges and universities has been analyzed before, and some colleges and universities still use the original teaching management and information search methods [9]. This work gives suggestions on data processing and fusion. At the same time, most of the previous studies analyzed how to construct, manage and establish a data system for smart campus, but few involved in the evaluation after construction. This analysis focuses on how to establish an
evaluation index system and puts forward countermeasures and suggestions.

4.1. Improve the Understanding of Smart Campus

Promoting the construction of education informatization is a response to social development and also conforms to the trend of the development of The Times. To solve the problem of insufficient understanding of smart campus, we need to pay attention to the development of educational informatization and setting up the concept of correct and intelligent campus are the foundation for the establishment of comprehensive informatization and scientization. To enhance our understanding, we can start from the following aspects: first, correctly distinguish the meaning of smart campus and digital campus, try to get rid of the shackles of digital campus, and put the innovation of wisdom into practice; The second is to truly start from the needs of users, to solve practical problems; The third is to strengthen the core change of the transmission of educational thought, and to truly understand the purpose of educational informatization is to build a bridge for the construction of smart campus and smart education.

4.2. Cultivate Awareness of Data Sharing

Information resources can give full play to their maximum value only on the premise of mutual flow and scale effect. In the construction of smart campus, data sharing awareness among departments should be strengthened under the condition of ensuring data security and clear operation authority, so as to solve the problem of immature data processing and fusion. In the construction of big data platform in smart campus, it is necessary to completely break through data islands and fully integrate various businesses. In the implementation process, if there is no unified plan and no long-term goal, different business departments will adopt different databases for data, which will bring great difficulty to data sharing and fusion, and even form information islands, turning big data into “garbage data”. Effective data fusion is a prerequisite for the formation of high-quality big data.

4.3. Establish an Evaluation System

The current evaluation system needs to be improved. Only by establishing the evaluation system can we give feedback to the construction situation, and then cause attention to the problem and lead the right direction. The construction of index system should follow some principles: First, the index design should have the understandability, comparability, relevance and importance, must be based on the different development of colleges and universities during the same period and in different periods of their development in comparative analysis found the problems existing in the process of construction and the insufficiency, and promptly take effective control measures to correct deviation, achieve the development goals. Second, the index system should be hierarchical, which can reflect the differences between different evaluation objects. Third, the index system
should be streamlined and powerful, In this way, the index that can best reflect the meaning of smart campus should be selected from numerous relevant indicators, instead of blindly pursuing the complexity of the calculation of increasing the number. Fourthly, data indicators should comprehensively reflect the availability of data sources, data fusion and sharing, and the persistence of data analysis.

5. Conclusion

Big data such as the development of digital technology brings new opportunity to the wisdom campus construction, large data mining will provide the source of data for wisdom campus construction services, and modeling of large data organization, is the key to dig up data values. The organic combination of two aspects can help to campus network management, student life, teaching and other aspects of efficient integration. Building a smart campus with comprehensive information is also in line with the development trend of education informatization, but there are still a series of problems to be solved in the process of construction. Only by strengthening technical means and ideological awareness can the smart campus be comprehensively improved.
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